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Abstract
Japanese asteroid explorer Hayabusa2 arrived at C-type asteroid 162,173 Ryugu in June 2018. The laser altimeter
(LIDAR) onboard Hayabusa2 measured its own transmitted laser and returned pulse intensities from a Ryugu surface
until November 2019. Because the Ryugu surface is extremely rough, topography dominates over the material properties in the conventional derivation of normal albedo. Thus, we developed a method to retrieve the normal albedo
from the rough surface of a C-type asteroid at a LIDAR laser wavelength of 1.064 μm. The albedo map covering an
equatorial band between – 40° and + 20° in latitude was created with 3˚-by-3˚ resolution using the intensity data
obtained before the conjunction of the spacecraft with the Sun. The average of the normal albedo is 0.0405 ± 0.0027,
whereas approximately half of the 3°-by-3° grids are between 0.04 and 0.045. The low and uniform normal albedo
feature is common to other remote-sensing observations of Ryugu by visible and near-infrared cameras onboard
Hayabusa2.
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Introduction
In June 2018, the Japanese asteroid explorer Hayabusa2 arrived at the C-type asteroid (162,173) Ryugu
after cruising for about three and a half years. Ryugu
is one of the near-Earth asteroids. Our knowledge of
space weathering on a C-type asteroid surface, which
contains carbon, organic matter, and water metamorphic minerals, is still limited. Hence, the survey of
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surface albedo distribution by Hayabusa2 is a unique
opportunity to collect information on the space weathering of C-type asteroids. Besides space weathering,
three mechanisms are considered causes of albedo
variations on the asteroid surface: landslides due to
tidal effects (Binzel et al. 2010), aqueous alteration
(Vilas 2008; Sugita et al. 2013), and adherence of the
material from other bodies (Reddy et al. 2012). Hayabusa2 has four scientific optical instruments: optical
navigation camera (ONC), near-infrared spectrometer (NIRS3), thermal infrared imager (TIR), and laser
altimeter (LIDAR). Sugita et al. (2019) conducted the
first global albedo analysis of Ryugu using the ONC
images. They reported that the asteroid had a relatively
uniform surface reflectance. The geometric albedo was
0.045 ± 0.002 at 0.55 μm, similar to the darkest asteroids (235) Mathilde and other Cb-type asteroids (e.g.,
Bus and Binzel 2002). Ryugu’s spectral feature between
0.4 and 0.9 μm is observed using ONC, indicating no
0.7 μm absorption band and little spectral variation.
As a result of these properties, Ryugu is classified as
a Cb-type overall, among the C-type. Nevertheless,
boulders exhibit various color characteristics (Tatsumi et al. 2021). The global observation of Ryugu by
NIRS3 also revealed a low reflectance of 0.017 ± 0.002
at 2.0 μm (Kitazato et al. 2019). Reflectance in visible
(0.4–0.9 μm) and near-infrared (1.8–3.2 μm) regions
indicates that Ryugu’s surface is compositionally homogeneous and that the albedo is very low like a thermally
and/or shock-metamorphosed carbonaceous chondrite
(Sugita et al. 2019).
LIDAR surveys with a laser wavelength of 1.064 μm
can fill the gap between the ONC and NIRS3 observations. In general, the spectral feature around 1.064 μm
is an indicator of the olivine or pyroxene. These are the
main components of planetary silicate materials, which
enable the classification of target materials into meteorite types and the study of the surface evolution of asteroids. Therefore, the near-infrared spectrum around 1 μm
was measured in the first Hayabusa mission and showed
that the asteroid Itokawa was akin to ordinary chondrite
(Kitazato et al. 2008). In addition, the albedo measurement of Itokawa by LIDAR was attempted during the first
Hayabusa mission (Abe et al. 2006; Mukai et al. 2007).
However, the results were inaccurate, because the former
LIDAR could not simultaneously record the intensities of
the transmitted and received pulses.
Hayabusa2 LIDAR records both the transmitted intensity and the corresponding returned pulse intensity for
every laser shot. Hence, we can calculate, in principle, the
albedo by comparing the transmitted and returned laser
energy at 1.064 μm. LIDAR albedo measurement has
three characteristics: (1) the active measurement, unlike
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other passive sensors, such as ONC or NIRS3, uses a
well-calibrated light source; (2) albedo data are obtained
at a zero-phase angle; and (3) the LIDAR measurement
can fill the spectrum gap between ONC and NIRS3.
A key to the accurate derivation of the surface albedo
is the precise energy estimation of the returned pulse,
which is disturbed by the rough asteroid surface. As the
received energy is an integration of the reflected pulse
over time and space, detection and response by the
LIDAR to the disturbed return are important for the estimation of albedo. For other planetary bodies, the albedo
at 1.064 μm was measured using the Lunar Orbiter Laser
Altimeter (LOLA) on the Moon (Smith et al. 2010) and
the Mercury Laser Altimeter (MLA) on Mercury (Sun
and Neumann 2015). They successfully identified albedo
variations in the rough polar regions of the Moon and
Mercury (e.g., Zuber et al. 2012; Neumann et al. 2013).
The LOLA and MLA have multiple receiving telescopes,
and the receiver can monitor the returned laser pulse
energies and pulse widths above a threshold. These
functions help estimate the shapes and energies of the
returned pulses accurately.
The OSIRIS-REx Laser Altimeter (OLA) constructed
the shape model of Bennu, another C-type asteroid similar to Ryugu, using laser ranging data (Seabrook et al.
2019; Barnouin et al. 2020; Daly et al. 2020). The preliminary albedo analysis was conducted using the return
intensity count (Neumann et al. 2020). The OLA has two
types of laser transmitters of different energies and can
scan a field over 10° by 10° using a scanning mirror with a
maximum sampling rate of 10 kHz (Daly et al. 2017; Barnouin et al. 2020). Nevertheless, the Hayabusa2 LIDAR
only has NEAR and FAR receiving telescopes. One fixed
laser transmitter obtains eight-bit digital values of the
transmitted and received pulse energies with a maximum
sampling rate of 1 Hz. Unlike other planetary laser altimeters, pulse shapes are not measured. Such hardware
design is appropriate for small- and middle-class planetary explorations with limited resources. Therefore, this
study’s first objective is to establish a method to retrieve
the normal albedo of the rough surface under the limitations of Hayabusa2 LIDAR. The second objective is to
provide a map of the 1.064 μm albedo distribution on the
C-type asteroid Ryugu.
The contents of this paper are as follows: “Pulse intensity measurement by the Hayabusa2 LIDAR” section
reviews the specification and data acquisition of Hayabusa2 LIDAR. “Derivation of normal albedo for rough
asteroid surfaces” section explains a method for deriving
the normal albedo based on the return pulse simulation
and the ground experimental results. In addition, the correction of periodic variation and the remaining errors in
the normal albedo are discussed. Then, “Data selection”
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section describes the observation by the LIDAR on
Ryugu and the data selection. “Results” section presents
the results of the albedo mapping. Finally, we discuss the
properties of the 1.064 μm albedo distribution, compare
our results with those derived from ONC images in “Discussion” section, and conclude this study in “Conclusion”
section.

Pulse intensity measurement by the Hayabusa2
LIDAR
Table 1 summarizes the specifications of Hayabusa2
LIDAR. See Mizuno et al. (2017) for further information,
including the development processes. In this study, we
analyzed only data taken by the “FAR” telescope, because
the data taken by the “NEAR” telescope were not calibrated for the albedo measurement.
The laser pulses transmitted to the asteroid surface are
recorded as eight-bit digital values. We call this record
the transmitted pulse intensity ( DT ), which can be converted to transmitted pulse energy ET. The functional
relationship between ET and DT has already been established by Yamada et al. (2017), and we improved it in “Reevaluation of ET from DT” section.
A small fraction of the laser pulse reflected on the solid
surface becomes an input to the LIDAR telescope, and
power is detected by the internal avalanche photodiode
(APD) [Fig. 3 in Yamada et al. (2017)]. The LIDAR detection system sets three grades of APD responsivities: high,
middle, and low, depending on the bias voltage applied
to the APD (Table 1). The voltage output of the APD is

Table 1 Specification of the Hayabusa2 LIDAR (Mizuno et al.
2017; Yamada et al. 2017)
Parameters

Values

Ranging range

30 m–25 km (NEAR system:
below 1 km, FAR system: above
1 km)

Transmitted laser pulse energy
Wavelength
Half the bandwidth of laser pulse
The view angle of the FAR telescope
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processed in the integration and peak-hold circuits and is
recorded as the received pulse intensity, DR, which corresponds to the pulse energy received by the APD, Eobs. Yamada et al. (2017) describe the energy conversion from DR to
Eobs in a special case, where the return pulse is rectangular
and 10-ns wide. In this paper, we generalize this conversion function to handle the variable-reflected waveforms
expected for in situ observations.

Derivation of normal albedo for rough asteroid
surfaces
Photometric model

Photometric models relating the incident irradiance, J,
the scattered radiance, I, the bidirectional reflectance, the
radiation factor, the disk function, ξ(i, e), the phase function, f (α), and the normal albedo, ρ, are well described by
Li et al. (2015) and are concisely summarized in Tables 1, 2,
and 3. The relationship is expressed as

I(i, e, α) =

1 f (α)
ρ
ξ (i, e)J ,
π f (0)

(1)

where i, e, and α are the incident, emission, and phase
angles, respectively. See relationships of symbols in
Appendix: Table 5. For LIDAR observation, α is 0, and i
equals e. Hence, Eq. (1) becomes

I(i, i, 0) =

1
ρξ (i, i)J .
π

(2)

Notably, Eq. (2) expresses a reflection within a beam
divergence (Table 1) at the surface of Ryugu.
We need to relate I and J of Eq. (2) with the LIDAR measurements, Eobs and ET. The laser pulse transmitted from
LIDAR has both spatial and temporal intensity distributions. Thus, J is written as


Lxy
Jxy = ET εxy τ t −
(3)
c

14.6 ± 1.1 mJ

1.064 μm

5.6 ± 0.23 ns

1.5 mrad

Full beam divergence of the transmitter 2.4 mrad
Area for laser receiving of the FAR
telescope

0.0095 m2

Transmissivity of the optical system

0.678

The responsivity of the APD for low
level

50 ± 4.5 kV/W

The responsivity of the APD for middle
level

166 ± 28 kV/W

The responsivity of the APD for high
level

503 ± 83 kV/W

Maximum data sampling

1.0 Hz

Table 2 Widths and amplitudes of pulses synthesized for the
LIDAR-EM experiment
Pulse shape

Peak amplitude

Full pulse width (ns)

Rectangular

60–240 (20 intervals)

50

80–160 (40 intervals)

60–200 (20 ns intervals)

200

60, 80

240

60

Gaussian

80–200 (20 intervals)

20–200 (20-ns intervals)

Ascending

150, 200, 250

70–200 (10-ns intervals)

Descending

150

70–150 (10-ns intervals)

200, 250

70–130, 150 (10-ns intervals)
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Table 3 Observation conditions in the selected 15 days
Date

Event

Altitude range (m)

Total of data

2018/7/20

Science observation at low altitude

6212–7832

36,827

2018/8/1

Science observation at middle altitude

5070–19,946

84,076

2018/8/6

Gravity measurement

828–20,641

85,625

2018/8/7

Gravity measurement

1416–10,296

41,291

2018/9/11

Touchdown rehearsal

1972–19,943

72,092

2018/9/20

MINERVA release

1531–19,788

76,794

2018/9/21

MINERVA release

54–15,235

32,620

2018/10/2

MASCOT release

647–19,624

84,798

2018/10/3

MASCOT release

46–2752

86,380

2018/10/4

MASCOT release

2670–14,406

47,039

2018/10/14

Touchdown rehearsal

6206–19,626

41,971

2018/10/15

Touchdown rehearsal

21–12,944

65,334

2018/10/24

Touchdown rehearsal

2018/10/30

Science observation at low altitude

5182–6735

33,787

2018/10/31

Science observation at low altitude

3134–5560

24,726

where xy denotes the position within the beam divergence, and t is the time from the beginning of laser
transmission. ET is the energy injected into the beam
divergence, which is equivalent to the transmitted energy
of the laser pulse. εxy is the normalized beam pattern of
the transmitted laser pulse and its integration within the
beam divergence is unity (Fig. 1). The function τ (t) represents the normalized time-wise intensity profile of the
transmitted laser beam (Fig. 2). The temporal integration of τ (t) is unity. Lxy is the distance between xy and

952–19,860

82,719

the LIDAR telescope, and c is the speed of light. The time
delay of the laser reflection from the transmission is considered in τ of Eq. (3).
The scattered radiance at xy is given by substituting
Eq. (3) with Eq. (2):





 ET
Lxy
, (4)
ρξxy ixy , ixy εxy τ t −
Ixy ixy , ixy , 0 =
π
c

Fig. 1 Normalized transmitted laser beam pattern. The red circle on the left figure represents the field of view (FOV) of the FAR telescope. The right
figure shows an image of numerical integration of the Ryugu surface within the FOV. See Eq. (5) for dsxy
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simulation. The numerical procedures of the simulation
are described in detail in “Waveform simulation using a
shape model” section.
Estimation of E obs from DR

Fig. 2 Example of a normalized transmitted laser waveform, τ (t). The
vertical axis is arbitrary

To estimate Eobs from DR , we need to know the response
of the signal processing unit of LIDAR to various return
pulse waveforms. Thus, we conducted an experiment
using the LIDAR-Engineering Model (EM). The experiment comprises three steps: (1) synthesizing return
pulses whose waveforms are either rectangular, Gaussian, or triangular; (2) inputting these laser pulses into
the LIDAR-EM and recording DR for each pulse; and (3)
simultaneously measuring the strength of the laser pulse
as a voltage signal using an oscilloscope and integrating
over time. The integrated voltage, Sv , is proportional to
Eobs. Furthermore, we determined the ratio of Sv and Eobs
using the data taken in a thermal vacuum experiment.
LIDAR‑EM experiment

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup of the
LIDAR-EM

where ixy is the incident angle at xy and is dependent on
local topography. The received pulse energy input into
the APD, Eobs, is calculated from the spatial and temporal
integration of Eq. (4) by considering energy transfer from
the asteroid surface to the APD:
Eobs =

ET
ρβ
π



dt
0







2Lxy
A0
,
dsxy ξxy ixy , ixy εxy 2 τ t −
c
Lxy
footprint

(5)
where β is the transmissivity of the optical system of the
receiver (Table 1). The laser footprint considered in the
above spatial integration corresponds to the field of view
(FOV) of the receiving telescope, because the FOV is
narrower than the full beam divergence of the transmitter (Table 1); dsxy is the small area within the footprint
(Fig. 1). A0 is the aperture area of the receiving FAR telescope, 0.0095 m2 (Table 1), and A0 /Lxy 2 is the solid angle
of the aperture viewed from xy. Moreover, the time delay
of laser reception from reflection is considered.
The estimation of Eobs is explained in the next section. The calculation of Eq. (5) requires waveform

The LIDAR-EM was manufactured to examine the function of the LIDAR flight model even after the launch of
Hayabusa2. The laser pulses were synthesized using a
laser pulse generator developed at the Chiba Institute of
Technology (Senshu et al. 2017), which can control the
laser pulse’s time width and peak amplitude from 10 to
2000 ns every 10-ns step and 256 levels (0–255), respectively. The time profile of the synthesized laser pulse was
detected using the PIN photodiode in the generator and
recorded as the voltage signal using an oscilloscope. The
oscilloscope’s sampling rate is 109 Hz at its highest. Sv can
be calculated from this record. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The designed
laser pulse was transmitted into the FAR telescope of the
LIDAR-EM, and the LIDAR-EM itself recorded DR with
a 1 Hz sampling rate. The recorded DR was sent to the
Ground Support Equipment (GSE) as telemetry data. In
this experiment, all data were measured using APD low
responsivity (Table 1).
We examined four types of input laser pulses. First, the
rectangular pulse is tested for two purposes: to determine the relationship between Eobs and Sv by comparison with a preflight test and to determine the maximum
pulse width that the signal processing unit can handle.
We varied the input pulse width and amplitude (Table 2).
Second, Gaussian-shaped waveforms are tested as a realistic return pulse from the rough and undulated surface
of Ryugu. We similarly varied the full width and peak
amplitude of Gaussian pulses (Table 2). Third and fourth,
triangular-shaped waveforms whose amplitudes increase
or decrease with time are tested. For those ascending and
descending pulses, three peak amplitude levels were set
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DR reaches an upper limit when the pulse width is longer
than 90 ns (vertical dashed line in Fig. 5). This upper limit
probably occurs, because the input laser pulse longer
than 90 ns is truncated in the signal processing unit of
the LIDAR.
Figure 6 shows the relationships between DR and Sv
for the four types of input pulses. Figure 6a shows the
relationship using 3089 measurements, excluding the
saturated data ( DR = 255) and signals too low to be distinguished from noise ( DR ≤ 10). Figure 6b shows 1639
data whose width is shorter than 90 ns. The widths of
the Gaussian and triangular pulses are measured for
the range, where the amplitude exceeds the noise floor
(Fig. 4). Regardless of the pulse shape, we found a clear
Fig. 4 Examples of four types of input laser pulses in the LIDAR-EM
experiment. Solid, dashed, dotted, and dash–dotted lines indicate
rectangular, gaussian, ascending triangular, and descending
triangular pulses, respectively. Widths and peak amplitudes are
60 ns and 120, 40 ns and 120, 70 ns and 150, and 70 ns and 150,
respectively. The horizontal thick dashed line indicates the noise floor
of the records

with variable full widths (Table 2). For all combinations
of amplitude and width, we measured approximately 60
pairs of DR and Sv . Figure 4 shows examples of the four
types of pulse shapes recorded in the oscilloscope.
Experimental results

We estimated the maximum pulse width that the LIDAR
receiver could handle using rectangular pulses. Figure 5
shows the relationship between the pulse width and DR
for the rectangular pulses. This figure indicates that the

Fig. 5 Pulse width and DR for the rectangular pulses. Different
symbols denote peak amplitudes of 80, 120, 150 and 180 (Table 2).
The dashed vertical line indicates the 90 ns limit

Fig. 6 DR and Sv: a all measured pulses excluding DR = 255 or ≤ 10, b
pulses shorter than 90 ns. Black rectangles, red circles, blue upward
triangles, and green downward triangles represent rectangular,
gaussian, ascending triangular, and descending triangular pulses,
respectively. The non-linear relation between the voltage pulse
integral and received pulse intensity is likely due to the characteristics
of the integration and peak-hold circuits of the receiver
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relationship between DR and Sv for pulses shorter than
90 ns.
Furthermore, we translated Sv of Fig. 6b into Eobs. Nevertheless, the relationship of DR , Sv , and Eobs is determined for only 10-ns rectangular pulses in the preflight
test (Yamada et al. 2017). Hence, we derive a constant
proportionality between Sv and Eobs from 10-ns rectangular pulses and apply it to all other data shown in
Fig. 6b.
Yamada et al. (2017) show a relationship between Eobs
and DR of specifically 10-ns rectangular pulses, namely,
rec
Eobs
and DRrec, as


 rec  Rs DRrec σR
rec
(6)
,
Eobs DR =
G

where G is the responsivity of the APD and was set as
the low level in the test (Table 1). σR is the pulse width
(10 ns), and RS (DRrec ) is the conversion function from DRrec
to the output peak voltage of the APD:

× 10−7 DRrec 3 − 5.40 × 10−6 DRrec 2

(8)

Eobs (DR ) = 8.38 × 10−25 DR5 − 7.45 × 10−22 DR4

(7)

(Yamada et al. 2017). In the LIDAR-EM experiment, 35
pairs of DRrec and Svrec are taken for a 10-ns rectangular
rec
pulse. The relationship between Svrec and Eobs
is derived
rec
by substituting these DR into Eqs. (6) and (7) (Fig. 7).
rec
We estimated the error of Eobs
in “Error of E
 obs” section.
Using such an error as a weight, the constant proportionrec
ality of Svrec and Eobs
is derived. Applying this proportionality to all four types of waveforms,

Fig. 7 Svrec and Eobsrec for the 35 short rectangular pulses whose
width is 10 ns

Eobs = 1.09 × 10−6 Sv ,

is obtained. Figure 8 is drawn from Fig. 6b. Eobs in Fig. 8
can be fitted by a fifth polynomial equation (red line) as.

RS (DRrec ) = − 6.79 × 10−11 DRrec 4 + 1.10
+ 1.36 × 10−3 DRrec + 2.92 × 10−2

Fig. 8 Eobs and DR. The fifth polynomial equation is fitted to the data
(red line)

+ 2.23 × 10−19 DR3 − 2.34 × 10−17 DR2
+ 1.19 × 10−15 DR − 5.40 × 10−15

(9)
Equation (9) is given for the low responsivity of the APD.
The right-hand side of this equation should be amplified
by the responsivity ratios in Table 1 for middle and high
APD responsivities.
Waveform simulation using a shape model

Let us define a function, ϕeff (t), by taking a spatial integration of Eq. (5).





2Lxy
A0
,
ϕeff (t) =
dsxy ξxy ixy , ixy εxy 2 τ t −
c
Lxy
footprint
(10)
ϕeff (t) is the efficiency of energy reflection within a footprint. If the asteroid surface is flat, ϕeff can be simply calculated using nearly constant ixy , ξxy , and Lxy . However,
on the very rough surface of Ryugu, the laser beam emitted from the LIDAR transmitter was reflected and scattered on the undulating surface. The surface undulations
within the footprint disturb the waveform of the return
pulse. We need to eliminate such a topographic effect to
study the composition of surface materials from albedo.
Therefore, we include waveform simulation in the following calculation of ϕeff .
The second purpose of the waveform simulation is
to exclude return pulses longer than 90 ns from our
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analysis, as discussed in the previous section. As Hayabusa2 LIDAR lacks a function for measuring the return
pulse; instead, we estimated the return pulse’s temporal
profile from Eq. (10). Strictly, τ (t) differs for every laser
shot. However, without onboard measurements of τ (t),
we adopted the representative transmitted waveform
derived from the thermal vacuum test (Fig. 2).
We used a shape model developed from the images
taken by the ONC to simulate Ryugu topography (Watanabe et al. 2019). The laser footprint was divided into
small area elements for numerical integration (Fig. 1).
The return pulse waveform from each element is calculated considering εxy , Lxy , and ξxy . Finally, the return
pulse waveform is calculated by numerically integrating
the returns from all elements in the footprint.
For numerical integration of Eq. (10), we applied two
types of reflection laws, namely, Lambert and Lommel–Seeliger (Jantunen and Raitala 1983; Shkuratov
et al. 2011; Li et al. 2015), and compared the results (see
“Results” section). They are given as follows:

ξxy = cosθxy (Lambert law),
ξxy = 1(Lommel − Seeliger law),

(11)

where θxy is the average incident angle in the laser footprint. Notably, there are two definitions of Lommel–
Seeliger law (Shkuratov et al. 2011; Li et al. 2015), which
differ by a factor of 2. We used Eq. (13) by Shkuratov
et al. (2011) for the consistency of the calculated normal
albedo.
Besides the Lambert and Lommel–Seeliger laws,
Yokota et al. (2022) applied three other reflection laws
and found no difference in albedo for all five laws. The
Oren–Nayar model is another reflectance law often used
for rough planetary surfaces (Oren and Nayar 1994).
However, this law requires a roughness parameter, which
is difficult to estimate for each footprint. Thus, we use
only two laws in Eq. (11).
εxy in Eq. (5) is not spatially uniform and varies for each
laser transmission. We averaged 1200 different beam
patterns obtained in the thermal vacuum test and normalized them (Fig. 1). The uncertainty of the εxy will be
discussed in “Errors of ET and φeff” section. As described
above, only part of the beam is inside the FOV of the
receiving telescope (Fig. 1) and is used for Eq. (10).
The Lxy and θxy in Eqs. (5) and (11) depend on the
topographic undulations of Ryugu. These values are
obtained from a shape model of Ryugu developed from
ONC images (SHAPE_SPC_3M_v20200323, an updated
version of Watanabe et al. 2019), which comprises of
3,145,728 facets and 1,579,014 vertices. We divided the
FOV with a diameter of 1.44 mrad into elements of (5.58

× 10–3)2 mrad2 (the right side of Fig. 1). The area of dsxy
is in the range between 0.0025 to 0.000031 m2 depending on the altitude between 1 and 9 km. Therefore, dsxy
is small compared with the average area of the facets of
the shape model of 0.89 m2. We consider that dsxy does
not span multiple facets of the shape model. The Lxy and
θxy are calculated from xy to the spacecraft position estimated by Matsumoto et al. (2020).
The value of Lxy differs for each dsxy owing to the surface topography of Ryugu. Consequently, the laser reflection time at the surface and the reception time at the
LIDAR telescope also differ for each dsxy . This delay of
time appears in Eq. (5) as τ (t − 2Lxy /c). dt in Eq. (5) is
set as 2.5 × 10–11 s for numerical integration, which corresponds to 0.0075 m at the speed of light and is small
enough for the 90 ns criteria of the return pulse.
Figure 9 shows examples of the calculated waveform of
the return pulses and the topography of the Ryugu shape
model within the laser footprints. The topography in the
right example is more undulated than that in the left one.
Thus, in the right example, the waveform deviates from
the transmitted pulse shown in Fig. 2, whereas the left
examples are similar to the Gaussian form. The blue dotted line in Fig. 9 indicates the average calculated return
pulse for the 25,964 observations on October 30, 2018.
Notably, the amplitude of the return pulse is smaller in
the right example than in the left, because the observation altitude differs.
Re‑evaluation of E T from DT

The conversion function from DT to ET has been determined by a thermal vacuum test conducted before the
Hayabusa2 launch. Figure 10 shows the measurements
of ET and DT. The straight blue line is derived by fitting
a linear equation in our previous study (Yamada et al.
2017). We adopted the third polynomial equation in this
study to better fit the experimental results (the black
solid curve in Fig. 10):

ET (DT ) = − 6.04 × 10−7 DT3 + 2.36
× 10−4 DT2 − 3.05
× 10−2 DT + 1.32.

(12)

In the thermal vacuum test, we have measured DT ranging from 115 to 136. In principle, ET increases with DT.
However, for the DT smaller than 117, the experiment
results show that ET decreases as DT increases (Fig. 10).
Such behavior is unreasonable; hence, we exclude the
results of DT below 117 in the derivation of Eq. (12).
Accordingly, we excluded data sets whose DT is lower
than 117, as described in “Data selection” section.
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Fig. 9 Examples of the calculated return pulse waveforms and the corresponding footprint topographies derived from the Ryugu shape model.
(Left) The transmitted time is 17:33:56 on 1 August 2018. The transmitted energy is 0.00151 J. Distance between the spacecraft and the footprint
center is 5155 m. The mean incident angle in the footprint is 0.204 rad. (Right) The transmitted time is 8:44:06 on 1 August 2018. The transmitted
energy is 0.00133 J. Distance between the spacecraft and the footprint center is 8589 m. The mean incident angle in the footprint is 0.464 rad. The
blue dotted line shows the average of 25,964 return pulses taken on 3-October 2018

Calculation and correction of normal albedo

Equation (12) does not depend on temperature; however, LIDAR heater cycles influence in-situ observational
data. The upper panel of Fig. 11a represents a time series
albedo calculated from the data acquired on July 20,
2018, as an example. There is an obvious periodic variation in the albedo with a frequency of approximately
400 s. A periodic variation with the same frequency is
also seen in the time series transmitted energy (Fig. 11b,
upper panel).
These periodic variations are synchronized with the
heater cycle. Figure 11b (bottom panel) shows the time

series temperature of the transmitter’s laser diode.
Hence, the periodic variation is artificial; thus, we eliminated these frequency components. Because the heater
cycle depends on the thermal condition of the LIDAR,
the frequency components from 0.02 to 0.0032 Hz are
removed from the calculated albedo using low and highpass filters. The bottom panel of Fig. 11a shows the corrected albedo after removing the periodic components.
Error of albedo derivation

From Eqs. (5) and (10), an error of normal albedo, δρ, can
be evaluated by the following equation:
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Fig. 10 ET and DT . The third polynomial equation is adopted as the
conversion function of the transmitted energy (thick black line). The
straight blue line is previously derived by Yamada et al. (2017)

δρ
=
ρ




δEobs
Eobs

2

+



δET
ET

2

+



δϕeff
ϕeff

2

,

(13)

where δEobs, δET, and δϕeff are errors of Eobs, ET, and ϕeff ,
respectively.
Error of Eobs

δEobs is derived from Fig. 8, whereas the error of each
point in Fig. 8 is evaluated from Fig. 7. Conversely, errors
rec
in the points in Fig. 7, δEobs
, is derived from Eq. (6):


 
 rec  2
rec
 δG 2
δEobs
δRS Dobs

(14)
 rec 
+
,
rec =
Eobs
G
RS Dobs

where δG is the error of responsivity of the APD in low
rec )
gain and is 9.0% (Table 1). δRS (Dobs
is the fitting error of
rec
Rs (Dobs ) in Eq. (7) in low gain and is 3.7% (Yamada et al.
rec /E rec
2017). Then, δEobs
obs is 9.7%. The digitization noise of
DR is automatically included in Fig. 6b. Thus, this error is
considered at the 9.7% value.
All points in Fig. 7 are attached with 9.7% error bars.
Then, the ratio of Eobs and Sv is calculated with this weight.
Consequently, the standard deviation of this fitting is evaluated as much as 19.2%. Using this 19.2% error as a weight,
Eq. (9) is derived. Then, δEobs /Eobs becomes 15.3%.
Errors of ET and ϕeff

In Eq. (5), the error of β is excluded, because it has been
precisely measured, as shown in Table 1. δET is calculated

as the fitting error of Eq. (12). Using 1802 data sets
included in Fig. 10, δET /ET of 1.78% is derived. Figure 10
includes the digitization noise of DT and so does the
1.78% value.
ϕeff in Eq. (10) includes three variables: ξxy , Lxy and εxy .
dsxy is the function of Lxy (“Waveform simulation using
a shape model” section). For the Lommel–Seeliger law,
which we prefer to the Lambert model as described later,
ξxy is a constant [Eq. (11)]. Since it is difficult to calculate
these three errors directly, we calculated ϕeff values by
changing εxy , τ (t) and Lxy independently within possible
ranges.
We calculated ϕeff using 1200 different beam patterns
for one specific location and obtained a deviation of 2.4%
to investigate a error due to dispersion of εxy . In addition,
we repeated the same evaluations for several other locations measured in different terrains and obtained similar
results.
Similarly, for τ (t), we calculated ϕeff using intensity
profiles of 1200 measurements in the thermal vacuum
test for several locations. Then, the deviation of ϕeff is
evaluated to be less than 0.5%.
For the error of Lxy , both uncertainties of the spacecraft orbit and the shape model require consideration.
According to Yamamoto et al. (2020), the errors of the
spacecraft orbit (Matsumoto et al. 2020) are 1.95 m in
the direction of the transmitted laser. Watanabe et al.
(2019) compared the heights of some boulders in a
shape model constructed by the SPC (stereo photo clinometry) method with LIDAR’s laser ranging data.
They found that the shape model had an uncertainty
of approximately 2 m. Therefore, we considered 2.79 m
as the error of Lxy from a root of the mean square of
the orbital and shape model errors. Similar to εxy and
τ (t), ϕeff are also calculated by changing Lxy within
range of ± 2.79 m at the lowest and highest altitudes,
namely, 1066 and 9000 m. The variations of Eq. (5) for
the highest and lowest altitudes are 0.52% and 0.062%,
respectively.
In the above argument, we considered the Lxy error
only in the line of sight. However, the spacecraft orbit and
shape models also have errors in a horizontal direction.
These errors result in uncertainty regarding the location
of the laser footprint. We evaluated this uncertainty as a
deviation of albedo values within a 3°-by-3° grid and discussed it in “Albedo map around the equator” section.
In total, δϕeff /ϕeff is derived as 2.5% from the RMS
errors of εxy , τ (t) and Lxy . Consequently, the uncertainty
of Eq. (5) is evaluated as 3.1%. Finally, δρ/ρ of 15.6% was
derived from Eq. (13) using an uncertainty of Eq. (5) of
3.1% and δEobs /Eobs of 15.3%.
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Fig. 11 a Time variation of the albedo derived from the LIDAR data: uncorrected albedo in the top panel and corrected albedo in the bottom
panel. b Time variation of the transmitted pulse intensity (black points) and the temperature of the laser diode of the transmitter (red points). The
data were taken on 20 July 2018
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Data selection
The LIDAR observation of Ryugu started on June 26,
2018, and finished on November 14, 2019. DT and DR
were continuously obtained at a sampling rate of 1/32 Hz
at the home position of the spacecraft, namely, at an
altitude of approximately 20 km around the equator of
Ryugu (Watanabe et al. 2019). However, DR obtained
at the home position are between 5 and 20 DU, which
are too low to estimate normal albedo considering the
measurement errors described in “Error of albedo derivation” section. However, in some special operations,
such as touchdown and gravity measurement, the spacecraft descended from the home position to an altitude
below 10 km, acquiring DT and DR at a rate of 1 Hz. We
used only data taken at altitudes lower than 9 km by the
FAR telescope. Using this criterion, DR are constrained
between 100 and 200 DU, and a sufficiently high S/N is
secured.
The LIDAR’s FAR telescope was likely contaminated by
surface regolith flown by the first touchdown in February 2019. Therefore, we further limited the data to those
obtained before a conjunction that continued from the
end of November to the end of December 2018. Lowand middle-altitude operations were conducted for
15 days before the conjunction (Table 3). These observations cover only the areas around the equator, where special operations were conducted.
As described in “Estimation of Eobs from DR” section,
DR whose widths exceeds 90 ns are eliminated from our
analysis. This limit corresponds to 30 m in either height
difference within a footprint or footprint elongation. For
example, if the spacecraft points at its nadir, the largest
footprint size is 11 m for an altitude below 9 km. Therefore, the 90 ns limit is applied only when a footprint
crosses the side of the boulder larger than 30 m. In addition, we removed DR more than 250 to avoid saturation
and DT less than 117, as described in “Re-evaluation of
ET from DT” section. Finally, we obtained the 390,456
sets of DT and DR , that is approximately 44% of the total
observation data.
Results
Reflectance laws of Ryugu

First, we evaluated Lambert and Lommel–See liger’s
reflection laws. These laws have different dependencies on the incident angle [Eq. (11)]. We plotted normal
albedos calculated based on these two laws for the average incident angle in the footprint (Fig. 12). The albedo
values systematically increased with an incident angle for
the Lambert law (blue dots). Conversely, for the Lommel–Seeliger law (red dots), the values are randomly
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Fig. 12 ρ and incident angle for the two reflectance laws; the
Lambert (blue) and the Lommel–Seeliger (red). The 31,647 data
are shown for each law. These data were obtained on 20 July 2018
(Table 3) and were selected following the procedures described in
Chapter 4. In this selection, the data for incident angles higher than
50° were excluded, because the widths of DR are longer than 90 ns
(See Estimation of Eobs from DR)

distributed around an average regardless of the incident
angle.
If the reflectance law [Eq. (11)] is suitably included,
ρ should be independent of the incident angle. Thus,
we concluded that the Lommel–Seeliger law is preferable to the Lambert law for Ryugu. The difference arises
from the application of Eqs. (5) and (10) to Eobs values,
which are generally not dependent on the incident angle.
These results agree with the photometric characteristics of Ryugu obtained from ground-based observations
(Li et al. 2015; Le Corre et al. 2018). We adopted the
Lommel–Seeliger law [the lower part of Eq. (11)] in the
calculation.
Albedo map around the equator

Figure 13 shows all the calculated normal albedo values
for each footprint after correcting periodic variation. We
average albedos within a square grid pf 3°-by-3°, because
neighboring footprints overlap depending on their sizes.
The length of 1° in latitude on Ryugu is 7.5 m, assuming a sphere. However, the spacecraft position is estimated by comparing the profile of the laser ranges with
the topographic cross section of the shape model along
a track (Matsumoto et al. 2020). The uncertainty of the
spacecraft’s position also increases with altitude, because
the size of the laser footprint increases with the altitude
of the spacecraft. Yamamoto et al. (2020) evaluated this
uncertainty as twice the footprint-22.5 m on the Ryugu
surface from a 9 km altitude. Therefore, each 3°-by-3°
grid can cover the uncertainty of the laser footprint at
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Fig. 13 Map of 1.064 μm normal albedo for every footprint

Fig. 14 Map of the number of footprints in each 3°-by-3° grid. Empty grids are shown in white color

an altitude lower than 9 km. Furthermore, we counted
the number of footprints whose centers are located in
the grid for each 3°-by-3° grid and mapped those numbers in Fig. 14. The largest number is 1080. This grid is
situated around the equator, where observations are
most frequently made. The average footprint number in
each 3°-by-3° grid within ± 15° in latitude is 248, and that
outside this band is 22. Furthermore, to secure statistical confidence, we eliminated the grids whose footprints
were three or less. Then, the number of averaged grids is
2052.
As shown in Fig. 15a, the averaged grids were distributed between 40˚S and 20°N on Ryugu. The average
and standard deviation are recalculated from the averages of every 3°-by-3° grid and are 0.0405 and 0.0027
(6.8% deviation). This standard deviation is lower than
the 15.6% error for each laser shot in “Error of albedo
derivation” section. Figure 15b also shows the standard
deviations within each grid. Some grids include large
boulders, resulting in large deviations, probably because
their reflection is not reproduced well in the waveform

simulation. This point is further discussed in the following chapter.
Figure 16 shows a histogram of the normal albedo. In
addition, approximately 99% of the averaged grids have
values between 0.03 and 0.05. The mode is 0.0425. The
largest bin is between 0.040 and 0.045, including 54% of
all counts.

Discussion
Normal albedo maps of Ryugu are also produced from
Hayabusa2 ONC-T images (Yokota et al. 2021). The
ONC-T has seven broadband filters ranging in wavelength from 0.3975 to 0.9451 μm (Tatsumi et al. 2020).
The latter is closest to the wavelength of LIDAR. The
global average of the normal albedo obtained by ONC-T
at 0.9451 μm is 0.0399 ± 0.0005 (Yokota et al. 2021),
which overlaps with our result of 0.0405 ± 0.0027 within
1 σ . Both Sugita et al. (2019) and Tatsumi et al. (2020)
indicated flat spectral features in the visible range of
ONC-T, and it appears that, this flatness continues until
near-infrared wavelength around the equator.
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Fig. 15 Gridded maps of a 1.064 μm normal albedos and b standard deviation in 3°-by-3° grids. The thick and thin circles in (a) indicate locations of
the highest and lowest normal albedo grids, respectively

Fig. 16 Histogram of the normal albedo map shown in Fig. 15a
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Table 4 Anomalously high and low normal albedo grids
Grid number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Latitude

Longitude

− 43.5

316.5

0.0280

0.0036

7

46.3

0.21

88.5

0.0233

0.0088

9

44.3

1.76

− 40.5

− 37.5

Normal albedo

Standard
deviation

Number of
footprints

Average
incident angle

Deviation of
incident angle

208.5

0.0231

0.0183

4

32.6

9.23

− 37.5

319.5

0.0298

0.0181

4

44.8

2.49

97.5

0.0578

0.0343

7

42.3

10.5

− 7.5

256.5

0.0269

0.0068

28

44.2

12.9

− 34.5
10.5

211.5

0.0499

0.0038

7

38.6

3.55

13.5

166.5

0.0491

0.0021

7

35.1

3.36

9

13.5

289.5

0.0497

0.0044

5

43.3

3.71

10

22.5

115.5

0.0162

0.0086

8

39.6

5.2

11

37.5

106.5

0.0256

0.012

7

27.1

5.51

12

43.5

205.5

0.0306

0.0049

25

62.5

0.74

13

43.5

208.5

0.0293

0.0046

24

62.0

1.56

Figures 15a and 16 show low and uniform albedo,
paralleling the observations of ONC and NIRS3 of Hayabusa2 (Sugita et al. 2019; Kitazato et al. 2019). Furthermore, such albedo uniformity is comparable with that
of C-type asteroid 253 Mathilde observed at 0.55 μm by
NEAR Shoemaker (Clark et al. 1999). However, albedo
maps derived from the Hayabusa2 mission have a higher
resolution. In the OSIRIS-REx mission, another albedo
map of the C-type asteroid Bennu was constructed
using onboard camera images (Golish et al. 2021). Bennu’s albedo distribution histogram has a median value
of 0.046 ± 0.002 in the visible range and is also similar
to that of Ryugu. All remote sensing data, including our
results, indicate a low albedo of C-type asteroids.
There are anomalous grids whose normal albedo deviates significantly from the global average. Table 4 lists
four high albedo grids and nine low albedo grids. We set
two criteria for Table 4 to exclude large deviations generated by chance. First, we chose the grids that included
four or more footprints (Fig. 14). Second, we calculated
the standard deviation of all 298,892 footprints, σall, and
chose the grids whose average deviated more than 2σall
from the average of all grids. Although these two criteria
are not unique, they guarantee that the probability that a
grid is chosen by accident is less than 0.0068% under the
assumption of normal distribution.
The highest normal albedo is 0.0578 at 35°S and 98°E
(grid number 5 in Table 4). Ejima Saxum, an extraordinarily large (70 m in diameter) Type 1 boulder (Sugita et al.
2019), may influence such a high-normal albedo. This
type of boulder is dark and possesses rugged surfaces and
edges. The standard deviation in this grid (0.0343) is also
the largest of all grids. The 0.9451 μm albedo in the Ejima
Saxum region does not indicate such high values, but it

is slightly darker than the average (Yokota et al. 2021).
Waveform simulation of the returned pulses from this
grid indicates that multiple reflections due to complex
topography possibly result in a large albedo deviation.
The lowest normal albedo is 0.0163 ± 0.0086 (grid number
10 in Table 4) and is observed around 23°N and 116°E. This
grid is located in the northern area of the Urashima crater,
whose diameter of 290 m is the largest on Ryugu. However,
this and other low-albedo grids in Table 4 are not necessarily
dark on the ONC-T albedo map (Yokota et al. 2021).
One possible cause of these high- and low-normal
albedos is the shape model’s insufficient resolution,
which effectively decreases the slope. Our waveform
simulation becomes incorrect if the laser shots hit the
side of small boulders or steep slopes of a short-length
scale. The Ryugu shape model also has an error in the
horizontal direction (Noda et al. 2021). If there is a misalignment between the true location of the laser footprint and the estimation, it may result in albedo errors,
especially in complicated surface terrain areas.
If the high- and low-normal albedos are real, they
indicate an unusual property of the surface materials.
The dark spots detected by LIDAR, but not by ONC,
may indicate weak reflectance at 1.064 μm compared
with that at visible wavelength. Nesvorny et al. (2005)
described the reflectance of the C-complex decrease at
near-infrared wavelengths due to space weathering. It
is possible that the ONC missed these anomalous spots
due to errors in the photometric correction. Furthermore, the reflectance at 1.064 μm could be an indicator of olivine and pyroxene. Detailed comparison and
combination with the ONC image and other reflectance
data will be important to reveal the causes of anomalous albedo spots.
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Although the uncertainty is large, we also see small
albedo variations between 0.03 and 0.05. Further investigation of global normal albedo variation may help us
understand surface processes on Ryugu, because there
remains unanalyzed data from Haybabusa2 LIDAR,
which covers a broader area after the conjunction.
Once the map is completed, comparisons with surface
slope, roughness, and thermal inertia will be made to
investigate the material properties of Ryugu.

Conclusion
We successfully observed laser intensities returned from
the C-type asteroid Ryugu via the Hayabusa2 LIDAR. We
established a method to retrieve normal albedo using the
observed intensities and return pulse simulation. This
is the first study to derive a normal albedo at 1.064 μm
on Ryugu. Our analysis covers areas around the equator between about 40°S and 20°N. Each normal albedo
is evaluated in a grid of 3°-by-3°. The global average and
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the error of normal albedo were determined as 0.0405
± 0.0027 using 2052 grids with four or more footprints.
Approximately half of the selected grids have albedo
values in the range of 0.04–0.045. This low and uniform
albedo parallels the observations by ONC and NIRS3.
This similarity suggests that our derivation method is
useful for evaluating the normal albedo of a very rough
surface using a laser altimeter. This new methodology, for
example, can be applied if future middle- and small-class
missions use a LIDAR as simple as the one onboard Hayabusa2. Our albedo map shows some anomalous spots.
Further investigations using more LIDAR and ONC data
will improve our understanding of the albedo variation of
the C-type asteroid.

Appendix
See Table 5

Table 5 List of symbols
Symbol

Description

Note

Major parameters
Normal albedo

Eqs. (2), (5)

ixy

Incident angle of the laser at xy

Eq. (4)

ρ
α

Phase angle

Eq. (4)

Eobs

Energy received by the APD

Eq. (9)

  DR

Received pulse intensity

Eq. (9)
“Experimental results” section

ET

Energy injected into a laser footprint, i.e., energy transmitted from LIDAR

Eq. (12)

  DT

Transmitted pulse intensity

Eq. (12)

β

Transmissivity of the optical system of the LIDAR receiver

Eq. (5)

ϕeff

Efficiency of the transfer from the surface to the aperture of the LIDAR telescope

Eq. (10)

  ξxy

Law of reflection

  εxy

Normalized beam pattern of the transmitted laser pulse in dsxy shown in Fig. 1

  τ (t)

Normalized timewise intensity profile of the transmitted laser beam is shown in Fig. 2

Eq. (10)
“Waveform simulation using
a shape model” section

  dsxy

Area of the small element within a laser footprint on the Ryugu surface

  dt

Time interval of numerical integration

  c

Speed of light

  A0

Aperture area of the FAR telescope

  Lxy

Distance between the LIDAR telescope and dsxy

Minor parameters
G

Responsivity of the APD

Table 1

Sv

Integrated voltage of the input laser pulse recorded by the oscilloscope

Eq. (8)

Svrec

Integrated voltage of the 10-ns rectangular pulse recorded by the oscilloscope

Fig. 7

DRrec

Received pulse intensity of the 10-ns rectangular pulse

Eq. (7)

rec
Eobs

Energy input to the APD for 10-ns rectangular pulse

Eq. (6)

RS(DRrec)

Conversion function from rectangular pulse intensity to the output peak voltage of the APD

Eqs. (6), (7)

σall

Standard deviation of ρ for all 294,705 footprints

Chapter 6
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Abbreviations
APD: Avalanche photodiode; DU: Digital unit; EM: Engineering model; FOV:
Field of view; GSE: Ground support equipment; LIDAR: Light detection and
ranging; LOLA: Lunar orbiter laser altimeter; MLA: Mercury laser altimeter;
NIRS3: Near-infrared spectrometer; OLA: OSIRIS-REx laser altimeter; ONC: Optical navigation camera; ONC-T: Optical navigation camera for telescopic nadir
view; RMS: Root mean square; SPC: Stereo photo clinometry; S/N: Signal-tonoise ratio; TIR: Thermal infrared imager.
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